
A checklist for organising your research.

People

Do we have a list of people to invite to our school?

What are we inviting them for? A talk? A presentation? We need to know what 
we’re asking for.

Do we have their contact details?

How are we going to contact them? Phone, letter or email?

Things to include in our invitation:

A warm and friendly greeting.

An explanation of our project.

An explanation of why we are inviting them to our school.

A suggested date and time for their visit. It’s a good idea to give them a few 
different dates to choose from.

An invitation for them to get back to us, including our contact details.

Has a reply been received?

Have we confirmed a date and time, and put it in our diary?

What other arrangements do we need to make?
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Places

Do we have a list of places to visit?

Why are we visiting each place?

Do we have the right address or directions to get there? 

If it is an open space like a forest or a beach, can we go alone or do we need to 
contact a ranger or a manager?

Do we need permission to visit this place? Will someone have to show us around?

If so, then we will need to make an enquiry by phone, letter or email. 

Some things to include in our enquiry:

A warm and friendly greeting.

An explanation of our project.

An explanation of why we want to visit their place.

A request for someone to show us around, if required.

A suggested date and time for our visit. It’s a good idea to give them a few 
different dates to choose from.

An invitation for them to get back to us, including our contact details.

Has a reply been received?

Have we confirmed a date and time, and put it in our diary?
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Library

Follow the steps for ‘People and Places’, above, to organise your trip to the 

library. A key person to make contact with is the librarian.

Do we know how to use the library catalogue? If not, we must ask the 
librarian for help.

Have we looked up the library catalogue to find books that might be helpful?

Have we found a selection of books?

Do we know how to use the contents pages and the indexes of books? If not, we 

must ask the librarian.

Internet

Have we arranged to use the internet by booking laptops or time in the 
computer lab?

Do we know how to do keyword searches? If not, ask the teacher or librarian.

Have we looked at more than one website?

Do we know the difference between trustworthy and untrustworthy websites? 

Get guidance from your teacher.
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